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Anthropologists, who have the study of cultural difference and the appreciation of
different forms of life, world views and religions at the real core of their discipline,
strongly support the need to promote a widespread education, from the elementary
level of teaching, so that young people could be trained to understand the sociocultural nature of any belonging and, at the same time, the cultural dynamics that can
produce discrimination and racism.
European schools will be increasingly multicultural; European societies will be
increasingly marked by a strong cultural diversity, in terms of ways of life, choices
and values. Within this frame, it is extremely important that young people learn that
intercultural dialogue is a prerequisite for an inclusive society and one in which the
rights of citizenship would be strong. Intercultural dialogue is an imperative for our
future, and not only for students born in Europe by European parents, but also for
young migrants of second or third generation who often react negatively to the
impact with the host (and often hostile) society. “Essentialized” identities and a sort
of uncritical idealization of pure “roots” and origins are the result of this negative
impact and could produce fundamentalisms and racisms.
The correct ways for facing cultural diversity only comes from anthropological
knolwledge.
The teaching of anthropology in primary and secondary schools in Europe is not
homogeneous: it is present only in some courses, sometimes proposed as an optional
course, in other cases it depends entirely on the sensitivity of individual teachers.
This, of course, does not allow for a solid lasting training. In many cases, teachers are
not trained to teach anthropology.
For all these reasons, we ask EU institutions to take on any useful initiatives to
improve and sustain anthropological teaching at any level. Of course we declares our
availability for any forms of consultation and collaboration that will be requested and
useful to this end.

